
Agenda Item 9c Primary Resp 11/6 11/7 11/8 11/9 11/10 11/11 11/12 11/13 11/14 11/15 11/16 11/17 11/18 11/19 11/20

Plan Carie Make and send plan**
Splash and Help Page Carie
Criteria, Subc, scales Ctte/C&N Sched Work on scales with experts Conf with ctte Write up and push out discuss
Tech ratings, unc City then Cons/C&N City beg   
Soc-Pol ratings, unc Ctte/C&N Q: can we create a by-criterion uncertainty approach/capability? exercise in meeting?
Weights Ctte
Futures, Prob Stmnts RM/Rick Rick and Rosemary maybe late packet discuss
Learning, collaborating
Tool capabilities Philip/Carie
  Uncertainty Uncertainty Numeric scales Scales F
  Juxtaposition Design Sample futures for testing
Constituency Involv't Discuss
Reports Philip/ NC&R Get out the Convention Report

Carie in SC
Meeting Days
Packet Day

** I think the plan should include this spreadsheet, something 
partnering-agreement-like about what the ctte is going to be 

doing with the model--including the Kaffeeklatsch, a 
description of the fun and frolic in December and a 

description of Philip's upcoming two reports and what they 
will accomplish.



11/21 11/22 11/23 11/24 11/25 11/26 11/27 11/28 11/29 11/30 12/1 12/2 12/3 12/4 12/5 12/6 12/7 12/8 12/9 12/10 12/11

Revise and send plan

Revise and send if necessary*
 gins raw, technical End Write up and push out* Consultants pro   

Each ctte member provides
Each ctte member provides

Revise and send if necessary*
schedule Kaffeeklatsch Online Kaffeeklatsch work model Ind submit Deadline! Prelim Report

 Float
Juxtapose FuturI am done!

*The asterisk means that all these elements are 
necessary for pushing out the fully functioning model; 

some may need a quick turn-around to the ctte, 
others will be settled well enough that they can be 
returned to the ctte in the form of the 'pushed out' 
model revision. I.e., in the online model they will be 

using all month.



12/12 12/13 12/14 12/15 12/16 12/17 12/18 12/19

Dry run with city and consultants

 ovide some refined consultant city  Consultants discuss assumptions and ratings on the fly as Philip makes model adjustments in 'what if' style

Yes! Final MCDS Recon Report deadline tbd
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